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1 Introduction 

 

Reproductive structures in higher plants show great diversity ranging from single solitary 

flowers to more complicated structured inflorescences. Such diversity either directly or 

indirectly manifests functional or adaptive characteristics responding to the environment, 

resulting in different sexual system, geographical distribution, and life history. The 

inflorescence architecture, which refers to the number and arrangement of florets on a 

flowering branch, has long been a key topic that has fascinated botanists and biologists over 

centuries. 

 

Among different inflorescence types being studied and classified, the Asteraceae family stands 

out from the other angiosperm species by its distinctive inflorescence structure, known as the 

capitulum (or flower head). Asteraceae is one of the largest plant families, consisting of over 

25,000 known species of flowering plants in over 1,900 genera (Mandel et al. 2019), and their 

evolutionary success has been attributed to the capitulum structure (Zhang & Elomaa 2021). A 

capitulum overall resembles the appearance of a solitary flower, but in fact is a highly 

aggregated structure bearing many individual florets on a single receptacle (Teeri et al. 2006, 

Zhang & Elomaa 2021). This morphological innovation brings great benefits to the Asteraceae 

family associated with its wide expansion and colonization on earth, for example, the showy 

ray florets on the capitulum can help attract more pollinators (insects) to speed up and expand 

reproduction (Andersson, 2008). Moreover, potential color and shape of capitulum also capture 

breeders’ interest to meet the consumers’ needs in the market. Studying the evolution and 

genetic mechanism underlying the development of capitulum will greatly facilitate our overall 

understanding on how such highly elaborated structure is formed. 

 

For studying capitulum development in Asteraceae, Gerbera hybrida has been developed into 

a model system in the past few decades (see reviews Teeri et al. 2006, Elomaa et al. 2018). 

Recently, it’s gradually established that the early development of the inflorescence meristem 

is crucial to determine the final architecture (eg. number and the arrangement of florets) of a 

capitulum (Zhao et al. 2016, Zhang et al. 2017, Zhang et al. 2021). One interesting question 

remains is how genetically the development of inflorescence meristem is regulated. In this 

thesis, I focused on the key regulator of the inflorescence meristem, the TERMINAL 
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FLOWER1 (TFL1), aiming at elucidating functions of its homolog in Gerbera by 

characterizing transgenic lines with an inducible overexpression construct. 
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2 Literature Review 

 

2.1 Inflorescence diversity and Asteraceae flower heads 

 

2.1.1 Inflorescence classification and some exceptional cases 

 

In angiosperm, flowers—the most acknowledged name of the reproductive unit—can appear 

either in solitary or form a series of florets on a branch, known as inflorescence. The number 

and arrangement of florets, which is referred to as inflorescence architecture, is crucial to the 

survival and adaptation of a plant (Harder and Prusinkiewicz, 2013). Traditional research 

demonstrated that inflorescences can be classified into two main types: closed (determinate) 

and open (indeterminate), depending on the presence or absence of the terminal flower on the 

apical shoot (Troll 1964; Weberling 1989).   

 

The principal reason for the formation of a terminal flower relies on whether the apical shoot 

maintains elongation or not, or in other words, whether the apex growth is determinate or 

indeterminate. For example, in the closed type, during anthesis, the apical shoot growth ceases 

in turn forming a terminal flower followed by a lateral shoot growing sympodially, this led to 

a determinate inflorescence such as the cyme in tomato and related Solanaceae species 

(Perilleux et al. 2014). However, in the open inflorescences, the apical shoots show infinite 

growth. For instance, in Arabidopsis and Antirrhinum, their racemose inflorescences remain 

vertical and constant growth of shoot tip when the following lateral shoots produce florets. 

Thus, the difference in the spatial and temporal arrangement between open and closed 

inflorescences is a key to separating them.  

 

However, this open-closed model seems to fail to cover the abundance of nature, especially 

when the inflorescence further evolved, for instance in the capitulum of Asteraceae. A 

capitulum appears overall resembling a giant solitary flower, so-called the pseudanthium or 

false flower (Yu et al. 1999). Classifying the capitulum upon the open-closed model may lead 

to a paradox: traditionally the capitulum has been classified as a variant of open inflorescence 

due to the lack of a terminal flower (Coen and Nugent 1994), on the other hand the relatively 

fixed numbers of florets produced by a single capitulum oppositely reflect it as a determinate 
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type of inflorescences. Misinterpretation of capitulum may blame merely morphological 

recognition, without consideration of the development and origins of inflorescence. The first 

attempt based on quantitative histological study is called the transient model (Prusinkiewicz et 

al. 2007), in which development of different inflorescence types are uniformed by the origins 

from the basic quality of apical meristem, hypothesized as vegetativeness (veg). It successfully 

interpreted closed inflorescence development by that the area of veg declines to terminate a 

flower, but not for compound racemes and more complicated patterns (Classen-Bockhoff and 

Bull-Herenu, 2013). Another new model gives the explanation: open type inflorescence can 

arise from two different apical meristems (Classen-Bockhoff and Bull-Herenu, 2013): 1): 

‘Open I’ type for which veg in the transient model maintaining its growth, and 2) ‘Open II’ 

type shows a determinate apex without elongation, and it has a determinate fate that consumed 

by the flower primordia, such as the capitulum inflorescence of Asteraceae. 

 

2.1.2 Gerbera as a model for understanding flower head development 

 

Previously, the genetic regulation of raceme and cymes have been widely studied in several 

model systems. During the past decades, efforts in understanding the genetic regulation of 

racemose branching have been mainly conducted in Arabidopsis thaliana (Alvarez-Buylla et 

al. 2010; Coen and Nugent 1994) and Antirrhinum majus (Davies et al. 2006). Whereas the 

studies on cyme inflorescence development have been mainly conducted in Petunia hybrida 

and tomato, two species belonging to the Solanaceae family (Rijpkema et al. 2006, see review 

Castel et al. 2010). The abundance of flowering plant taxa relating to the diversity of 

inflorescence architecture reveals various patterns of flower development and regulation 

mechanism. Compared to the simple raceme and cyme on which the initial conception of flower 

development and genetic regulation is founded, the more involved capitulum of Asteraceae 

species brings us to the following stage where the conserved patterns within the eudicots should 

be dissected and reformed, in order to enrich the understanding of origins and evolution of 

inflorescence in a broader range (Teeri et al. 2006). 

 

Among the Asteraceae family, Gerbera hybrida has emerged as an ideal model to reveal the 

mist of development and regulation of a flower head (Teeri et al. 2006, Elomaa et al. 2019). 

The Gerbera flower head is heterogamous, comprising three types of florets attached on a 
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single receptacle: the marginal ray florets, the central disc florets, and the trans florets in 

between. Gerbera is one of the favorite cut flowers on the ornamental market, and the plant 

breeders have cultivated various colors and flower shapes (Teeri et al. 2006). Beginning in the 

early 1990s, the development of Agrobacterium mediated genetic transformation method for 

Gerbera allowed us to routinely acquire transgenic lines, in order to characterize gene functions 

(Elomaa et al. 1993; Elomaa and Teeri 2001). A special focus has been made on key regulatory 

genes involved in the regulation of inflorescence and flower development, such as those 

involved in the regulation of floral organ identities (Yu et al. 1999, Kotilainen et al. 2000, 

Uimari et al. 2004, Broholm et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2017), floral symmetry regulation 

(Broholm et al. 2008, Juntheikki-Palovaara et al. 2014, Zhao et al. 2020), petal growth in ray 

florets (Kotilainen et al. 1999, Helaruitta et al. 1994), and the very recent works on the 

inflorescence meristem patterning (Uimari et al. 2004, Zhao et al. 2016, Zhang et al. 2017). 

 

 

2.2 Meristem types and their genetic regulation 

 

2.2.1 Meristem types and the relation to the inflorescence architecture 

 

The life cycle of angiosperm plants typically starts with vegetative growth, which is followed 

by reproductive growth that produces flowers and eventually the seeds to complete the life 

cycle. The transition between vegetative and reproductive phases, corresponds to the 

reproductive transition in the apical meristems, and can be characterized by changes in the size, 

shape and/or phyllotactic pattern of the meristem (Kwiatkowska 2008; Stebbins 1973). Usually, 

the inflorescence development undergoes the following sequences: firstly a shoot apical 

meristem (SAM) transforms into an inflorescence meristem (IM); secondly the IM produces 

subsequent flower meristem (FM) that further produces floral organs. The SAM is an 

undifferentiated part of the shoot apex, small size and dome-shaped. Histological study 

partitioned SAM into three zones: central zone (CZ), peripheral zone (PZ) and rib zone (RZ) 

(Figure 1A). During vegetative growth, lateral leaf primordia is generated from PZ, while 

indeterminate acropetal growth is maintained in the CZ and RZ based on stem cell activity 

(Kwiatkowska 2008). IM is an intermediate stage from vegetative SAM to reproductive FM. 

The new meristem generated from IM immediately gives rise to flower meristem (FM) to form 
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a flower or partial inflorescence, which transition is called flower initiation (Irish 2010). The 

fate of the growth in FM is determinate, as the tissue within FM is not expanding further and a 

certain number (fixed) of flower organs develop and grow (Lohmann and Weigel 2002).  

 

Figure 1. Graphic illustration of differential meristem developmental patterns of three main 

types of inflorescences. (A) ‘Open I’ type of Raceme.  (B) Closed type of Cyme.  (C) ‘Open 

II’ type of Capitulum. SAM: shoot apical meristem; IM: inflorescence meristem; FM: flower 

meristem; FP: floral primordium; F: flower; FUM, floral unit meristem; CZ: central zone; PZ: 

peripheral zone; RZ: rib zone; M-C: Mantle-Core.  

 

Compared to the SAM, the IM can display various histologies among different species (Tucker 

and Grimes 1999). The differential temporal and spatial meristem transformation can be used 

to explain the inflorescence architecture diversity. In the closed inflorescence, during the 

reproductive transition, the SAM enlarges in size, and its identity is transformed into the IM. 

The CZ disappears along with the appearance of a highly homogenized ‘mantle’ coat covering 

the quiescent ‘core’, presenting a ‘mantle-core’(MC) configuration which develops a 

determinate apical FM (Gifford and Corson 1971; Kwiatkowska 2008; Nougarède 1967; 

Tucker and Grimes 1999). Lateral IM initiates de novo sympodial, and the process is looping 
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to form a zigzag-like branching pattern (Figure 1 B). However, in the ‘Open I’ type, the 

intermediate IM stage on the shoot apex is maintained with undifferentiated stem cells activity 

persisting in the central zone (CZ), followed by the axillary meristem (FM) generating in the 

peripheral zone (PZ) (Figure 1 A). Unexpectedly, in the ‘open II’ type, the reproductive 

transition is more like that in the closed inflorescence, producing the mantle-core structure to 

determine the apical elongation, but not terminating a flower immediately. Instead, the mantle 

meristem initiates a fractionation process of lateral meristems in a similar way that the FM is 

producing the flower organs (Figure 1 C). Thus, Claßen-Bockhoff and Bull-Herenu (2013) 

classified the meristem in the ‘open II’ type inflorescences as another flower-producing 

meristem called ‘Flower Unit Meristem’(FUM) by the fact that FUM expands during 

fractionation to promote subdivision tissue. This contrasts with the simple fractionation of FM 

that directly generate the flower organs. There is wide evidence showing that the open 

inflorescence of Asteraceae, Apiaceae and Campanulaceae families undergo this mantle-core 

configured inflorescence meristem (MC-IM) shift (Bull-Hereñu and Claßen-Bockhoff 2011). 

 

2.2.2 Genetic regulation of meristem identity and determinacy 

 

So far, studies on Arabidopsis have uncovered a detailed genetic network in regulation of the 

inflorescence development. During the reproductive transition from the vegetative to the 

reproductive phase, it is marked by the site of flower meristem, whose identity is specified by 

several key regulators (Figure 2). LEAFY (LFY) is the primary regulator specifying the floral 

identity and triggering the following floral organogenesis program (Weigel and Nilsson 1995). 

This role is evident in the lfy mutant showing the flowers converted into shoot meristem or 

cauline leaves (Schultz and Haughn 1991), and also by the constitutive expression of LFY 

transforming the apical and axillary shoot into terminal flowers (Weigel and Nilsson 1995). 

LFY initiates the transition from IM to the floral meristem by activating the APETALA1 (AP1), 

which encodes A class MADS-domain transcription factors. AP1 expression can be detected 

immediately when the floral primordium emerges on the flanks of inflorescence meristem 

(Kempin et al. 1995). AP1 protein is capable of binding to the LFY promoter and activating its 

expression (Wagner et al. 1999). This positive feedback mechanism results in the accumulation 

of LFY and AP1 proteins in the emerging flower primordia, thus maintaining the FM identity 

(Liljegren et al. 1999). Meanwhile, another two paralogs of AP1, CAL and FUL are also 
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activated by LFY, whose function is redundant to AP1 in specifying floral meristem fate 

(Bowman et al. 1993, Kempin et al. 1995).  

 

  

Figure 2. Schematic presentation showing regulatory mechanism of inflorescence 

development, flower meristem identy and determinacy in Arabidopsis. 

 

After floral transition, LFY also upregulates several B and C class MADS-box genes 

APETALA3 (AP3), PISTILLATA (PI), and AGAMOUS (AG), whose functions are responsible 

for regulating the stamen, carpel and petal identities (Figure 2). Such activating regulation 

requires the mediation of co-regulators. For instance, upregulation of AP3/PI requires LFY that 

physically interacts with the UNUSUAL FLORAL ORGANS (UFO) and SEP3 (Lee et al. 1997, 

Chae et al. 2008, Liu et al. 2009). LFY also regulates the determinate fate of the FM by 

activating the AG expression, and the accumulated AG in turn represses the WUSCHEL in the 

FM and thus terminating the meristem identity.  
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2.3 TFL1, a master regulator of meristem indeterminacy 

 

2.3.1 TFL1 maintains indeterminacy of IM  

 

In Arabidopsis, the nature of indeterminate apical IM requires the maintenance of stem cells in 

the SAM. Genetically, this regulated by the CLAVATA (CLV) and WUSHEL (WUS) 

signaling loop (Figure 2). The WUS gene is expressed exclusively in the inner layer of CZ in 

the apical meristem, called organizing center (OC), specifying the stem cell identity. 

Meanwhile, in the outer layer cells, WUS activates the expression of the secreted polypeptide 

CLV3, as a signal, moving into the inner cells and later binding with CLV1 – CLV2 receptor 

complex signaling to restrict the stem cell proliferation by repressing WUS transcription in 

neighboring cells (Bäurle and Laux 2003, Carles and Fletcher, 2003, Traas and Moneݩger 2010, 

Wang and Li 2008). Stem-cell population homeostasis (a relatively stable size of OC) is 

maintained by this negative feedback loop which is conserved in higher plants such as petunia 

and maize (Stuurman et al. 2002, Taguchi-Shiobara et al. 2001). Overriding the regulation of 

the WUS-CLV loop, the indetermined IM also depends on the antagonizing functions of IM 

identity genes, whose expression counteracts the FM identity genes. TERMINAL FLOWER 1 

(TFL1) is a key regulator in controlling shoot meristem identity, for which the tfl1 mutants 

exhibit a shorter vegetative stage with early flowering, and produce fewer leaves, branches, 

and flowers than the wild type (Shannon and Meeks-Wagner 1991). In tlf1 mutants, the main 

axis terminated as a solitary flower, suggesting that the absence of the terminal flower and the 

indeterminate fate of IM in Arabidopsis depends on the TFL1 functions (Shannon and Meeks-

Wagner, 1991; Alvarez et al., 1992; Schultz and Haughn, 1993).   

 

2.3.2 TFL1 interacts with FM identity and flowering time genes to regulate IM development 

 

In wild type, TFL1 expresses at a low level during the vegetative phase of SAM, and 

upregulates when it switches to the inflorescence meristem identity (Bradley et al. 1997). 

However, the mRNA accumulation of TFL1 is confined to the inner layers of the IM, but its 

function inhibiting the FM identity genes functions is required in all cell layers (Bowman et al. 

1993, Gustafson-Brown et al. 1994, Liljegren et al. 1999, Weigel et al. 1992). In fact, TFL1 

protein moves from inner cells to the outer layers (peripheral zone) of inflorescence meristem 
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where FM identity gene (such as LFY) is actively expressed (Hempel et al. 1997). Studies also 

showed that TFL1 will not move into the arising flanks of meristem which produce flower 

primordia and develop into the future flower organs (Conti and Bradley 2007).  

 

The genetic regulation of IM development also requires interaction between TFL1 and the 

flower promoting regulator, the FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT). TFL1 and FT both belong to 

the CEN family and share 56.4% identical amino acids in their protein sequences. It was 

previously shown that substitution of a single amino acids in FT is sufficient to convert its 

function into TFL1-like, and vice versa (Hanzawa et al. 2005, Lee et al. 2019). Like TFL1, FT 

is a small mobile protein. FT gene is expressed in leaves and the encoded protein is transported 

to the shoot apex in response to long days, while TFL1 is exclusively present in shoot meristem 

(Abe et al. 2005, Conti and Bradley 2007; Huang et al. 2005). The overexpression of FT 

induces the phenotype of early flowering and formation of terminal flower which is similar to 

that in TFL1 loss-of-function mutant (Kardailsky et al. 1999, Kobayashi et al. 1999, Mandel 

1995, Weigel and Nilsson 1995). 

 

Previously, the biochemical and genetic studies revealed FT interacting with bZIP transcription 

factor FLOWERING LOCUS D (FD) as a protein complex to activate the transcriptional 

activity of flower inducing genes (Abe et al. 2005, Kaneko-Suzuki et al. 2018). Also, TFL1 

interacts with FD in the cell nucleus through bimolecular fluorescence complementation 

experiments (Hanano and Goto 2011), and it has been reported that there are thousands of loci 

where TFL1 is recruited, through interaction with FD (Zhu et al. 2020). Moreover, in either 

tfl1 mutant or the TFL1 activated lines (35S:TFL1-VP16), the phenotype is always strongly 

suppressed when FD loses its function (Hanano and Goto 2011). The antagonism effect of 

TFL1 and FT reflects by the competition for FD mediated access to the binding site at 

regulatory regions of shared target loci from chromatin, among which the LFY locus has been 

identified as a direct target (Zhu et al. 2020) (Figure 2 ). FT promotes reproductive development 

by upregulating the expression of genes involved in flower meristem identity, such as LFY and 

AP1/CAL (Abe et al. 2005, Huang et al. 2005, Wigge et al. 2005). Therefore, the role of TFL1 

in suppressing flower production is realized by competing with FT to form TFL1/FD complex, 

which targets at key floral fate genes as a transcriptional repressor to prevent their ectopic 

accumulation in the shoot apex or hinder the endogenous signaling pathways (Zhu et al. 2020).   
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2.3.3 Functions of TFL1 in plants with diverse inflorescence architectures 

 

The functions of TFL1 have also been studied in various species, and their functions in 

regulating inflorescence patterning diverged slightly among different species (Turck et al. 

2008). Here, I surveyed and summarized some representative studies that illustrate the function 

of TFL1 in species with diverse inflorescence architectures. 

 

Snapdragon: In Antirrhinum majus, another model plant possessing simple racemose 

inflorescence, the TFL1 homolog CENTRORADIALIS (CEN) showed a conserved function of 

controlling indeterminacy of the IM. Likewise, to prevent a terminal flower developed, 

indeterminate apical meristem is realized by CEN play an antagonistic role against 

FLO(FLORICAULA) (Bradley et al. 1996), a homolog of LFY, which specifies flower 

meristem identity and regulates flower organ development (Coen et al. 1990).  In tfl mutant of 

Arabidopsis, the early flowering phenotype is reported, nevertheless, no remarkable change 

was captured in flowering time in cen mutant of Antirrhinum (Coen et al. 1990). This may 

account for the differential expression pattern associated with flowering time. During 

vegetative growth, TFL1 already starts its expression in the vegetative SAM which delays the 

commitment to form the inflorescence. However, CEN expression can be observed in the apex 

only several days after flower induction (Bradley et al. 1996).   

 

Pea: Besides simple racemose inflorescence, there are the compound raceme structures by 

bearing simple raceme on the axis of primary branch. This type of inflorescence is typically 

seen in the pea plant (Pisum sativum). Instead of opposite interaction with LFY homologs, 

DETERMINATE (DET) in pea, the homolog of TFL1, acts similarly to retain the vegetativeness 

of the apex of primary IM, by inhibition of an AGL79 clade FUL-like MADS box gene 

VEGETATIVE1 (VEG1) (Foucher et al. 2003). The VEG1 was shown to induce secondary 

inflorescence meristem arising from the flanks of the primary IM (Berbel et al. 2012). In peas, 

the other TFL1 homolog is the LATE FLOWERING (LF), which also acts as a repressor in 

flower inducing by elongating the vegetative phase (Foucher et al. 2003). 
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Tomato: In the cymose inflorescence, shoot meristem development into inflorescence showed 

a distinctive sympodial pattern after the transition to the reproductive phase. For example, in 

tomato, the primary shoot vegetative meristem differentiates into the first sympodial unit (SU) 

terminated by a flower, meanwhile, the axillary vegetative shoot arises below, proceeding to 

form another sympodial reproductive unit, which pattern cycles to form an indefinite 

inflorescence structure (Pnueli et al. 1998). In the sense that unlimited SU is produced, the 

whole plant growth is referred to as ‘indeterminate’, but within each reproductive SU, it is 

‘determinate’ in reference to the terminal flower formed. Genetic studies reveal the gene 

functions involved in this alteration in tomatoes. A TFL1 orthologous gene, the SELF 

PRUNING (SP) has been shown to maintain the vegetative growth, whose mutation resulted in 

a ‘determinate’ plant exhibiting a limited number of sympodial shoots (Pnueli et al. 1998). On 

the other hand, the SP overexpression lines suppressed the transition from vegetativeness to 

reproductiveness on shoot apex, thus delaying flowering in primary and sympodial shoot apex 

(Pnueli et al. 1998). Similarly, epistatic interaction between TFL1 and FT is also conserved in 

tomato with SP antagonizing SINGLE FLOWER TRUSS (SFT), an ortholog of FT, which 

promote the termination of the primary shoot and induce sympodial flowering (Lifschitz et al. 

2006). A high SP/SFT ratio in shoot meristem elongates indeterminate growth, while a low 

ratio confers rapid determinate inflorescence (Lifschitz et al. 2014).  

 

Pseudanthium species: For species carrying the flower-like pseudanthium inflorescences, 

several TFL-like genes have been shown to play conserved functions in regulation of flowering 

(Gao et al. 2019, Higuchi et al. 2013). For example, in Chrysanthemun morifolium, 

overexpression of a TFL homolog (CmTFL1) in Arabidopsis tfl1-13 mutant gave rise to an 

altered phenotype of delayed flowering, increased branches and deformed flowers (Gao et al. 

2019). Results from such heterologous expression analysis suggest that CmTFL1 may play a 

conserved role in repressing flowering. Interestingly, for the flower head development of 

sunflower (Helianthus annuus), the flowering repressor has been shown not always being the 

TFL gene products, and reversely it can be the FT homolog (Blackman et al. 2010). Blackman 

et al. (2010) identified four FT paralogs in the sunflower, namely the HaFT1, HaFT2, HaFT3, 

and HaFT4. HaFT1 was carried in the wild plant with the in-frame allele, and its 

overexpression promotes flowering in Arabidopsis ft mutant. However, a frame-shift mutation 

in HaFT1 allele yielding in the domesticated sunflower function as a flowering repressor. This 

dominant-negative allele led to late flowering by interfering with the long-day flowering 
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inducing activity of another FT homolog, HaFT4 (Blackman et al. 2010). Besides, there were 

no direct functional reports on the TFL1 homologs in pseudanthium species. 

 

2.4 Genetic regulation of IM patterning in Gerbera and its TFL1 homolog 

 

The antagonistic interaction between TFL1 and FM identity genes has been widely studied in 

diverse species, however, so far only a few reports have been made on the function of TFL1 

homologs in species with the pseudanthium inflorescences. With the help of reverse genetic 

methods, Gerbera hybrida has recently emerged as a model system studying inflorescence 

development for pseudanthium species (Elomaa et al. 2019, Zhang and Elomaa 2022). In the 

following part of this section, I will briefly summarize the recent advances in the genetic 

regulation of inflorescence development in Gerbera. 

Previously, it has been proposed that the IM of flower heads belong to FUM meristem, which 

shares similarity with a single flower (Classen-Bockhoff and Bull-Herenu 2013). In gerbera, 

functional studies of two orthologs of the FM identity genes LFY and UFO, GhLFY and 

GhUFO, further support this hypothesis (Zhao et al. 2016). Although both genes played a 

conserved role in determining FM identity in Gerbera, GhLFY evolved a novel expression 

pattern that spread across the IM. Moreover, transgenic Gerbera lines with the GhLFY RNAi 

constructs showed a specific phenotype with an indeterminate IM, suggesting that GhLFY plays 

an indispensable role in maintaining IM determinacy in Gerbera. Furthermore, ectopic 

expression of GhUFO alone is sufficient to convert the IM of Gerbera into a single flower-like 

structure instead of a condensed inflorescence. Therefore, despite the conservation of GhUFO 

and GhLFY in specifying the FM identity of individual florets, GhLFY evolves a novel role in 

defining the determinate growth of the entire IM as a resemblance of the single flower (Zhao 

et al. 2016).  

In parallel to GhLFY, two Gerbera SEPALLATA-like MADS-box genes, GRCD2 and GRCD7 

have also been shown to regulate IM determinacy. In antisense-GRCD2 lines produce larger 

inflorescence with abundant flowers which numbers are several times more than that of wild 

type, and this was attributed to the indeterminate growth of IM remaining undifferentiated 

(Uimari et al. 2004). A similar phenotype was also observed in transgenic lines with 

downregulated GRCD7 (Zhang et al. 2017), a close paralog of GRCD2 sharing 86% identity 

in nucleotide sequence. Furthermore, it was also found that the expression of GRCD7 was co-
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downregulated together with GRCD2 in the antisense-GRCD2 lines, indicating redundant 

functions in regulating IM determinacy. 

   

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs show phenotypes in relation to the determinacy of 

head meristem. The images were collected from the a) wild-type, b) GhLFY RNAi line, c) 

GRCD2/7 down-regulated line, and d) GhTFL1 overexpression line, correspondingly. 

 

To better understand the molecular network in regulation of the determinacy of head IMs, we 

aim at finding the candidate genes that work downstream of GhLFY and GRCD2/7. Therefore, 

the Gerbera homolog of the TFL1 (GhTFL1) was selected as a candidate. Based on our studies, 

in gerbera, GhTFL1 is exclusively expressed in early head IM when bracts are forming (Zhang 

et al. unpublished data). Interestingly, the constitutive overexpression lines of GhTFL1 driven 

by the 35S promoter showed indeterminate IM that recapitulates similar phenotypes observed 

in GhLFY and GRCD2/7 down-regulated lines (Figure 3). In order to better understand the 

GhTFL1 functions, this thesis aims to screen and characterize transgenic Gerbera lines for 

GhTFL1 driven by a chemical inducible promoter. 

 

2.5 Chemical inducible transgenic systems in plants 

  

To study gene functions, the transgenes are often driven by constitutive promoters. In certain 

scenarios, however, when the target gene has specific functions associated with the 

development or viability of a plant, such constitutive overexpression may seriously affect the 

regeneration and thus cannot acquire the plants. Therefore, constructing a chemical-inducible 

transgene expression system can help alleviate such problems (Padidam 2003, Zuo and Chua 

2000). 

The pOp/LhG4 transcription activation system is widely known for its tissue-specific control 

of the transgene expression (Moore et al. 1998). In this system, the chimeric promoter pOp is 
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always silent in the absence of the transcription activator LhG4, while it can be exclusively 

active when LhG4 is expressed properly. Based on the pOp/LhG4, an advanced steroid-

inducible system (pOp/LhGR-N) is proposed (Lloyd et al. 1994, Simon et al. 1996), in which 

a new activation complex LhGR-N is formed through fusing ligand-binding domain of a rat 

glucocorticoid receptor to the amino terminus of LhG4 and an improved pOp promoter(pOp6) 

is adopted containing six copies of lac operator repeat. Later on, this machinery has been 

integrated into the Gateway recombination cloning system, named the pOpON2 for plant 

transformation (Figure 4) (Craft et al. 2005). In this vector, pOp6 promoter is located upstream 

of both the target gene and GUS (β-glucuronidase) reporter gene, functioning bidirectionally. 

Under the pOp6/LhGR-N activation system, the effect of pOp6 promoter relies on the 

activation of LhGR-N which gene is constitutively driven by a Cauliflower mosaic virus 

(CaMV) 35S promoter. In the absence of dexamethasone, LhGR-N is trapped in the complex 

by the interaction of GR LBD with heat-shock protein HSP90 (Picard 1993), failing to activate 

pOp6 promoter. When binding with dexamethasone, LhGR-N is disconnected from HSP90, 

thereby recovering the activation effect on pOp6 promoter. Attributing to pOp6/LhGR-N 

activation system, pOpON2 expression vector becomes chemical inducible, facilitating the 

expression of the gene of interest and reporter gene exclusively induced by exogenous 

glucocorticoid (dexamethasone) in plants. 

 

     

Figure 4. pOpON2-pOp6/LhGR-N inducible overexpression system is facilitated by DEX 

(dexamethasone) treatment. Under constitutive expression of LhGR-N, chimeric transcription 

factor LhGR-N is trapped in the complex with HSP90; When DEX is added, it recognizes its 

receptor and binds to LhGR-N, thus releasing LhGR-N from the trap of HSP90. Free LhGR-

N comes to activate the pOp6 promoter and trigger the expression of the target gene. 
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3 Objectives 

 

This thesis aims at providing a tool to further analyze the functions of Gerbera GhTFL1. In the 

lab, it has been previously generated the Gerbera transgenic lines with an inducible 

overexpression construct for GhTFL1 (pOpONGhTFL1). In these lines, the GhTFL1 ectopic 

expression depends upon the chemical induction by dexamethasone (DEX). In this master’s 

thesis, I mainly focus on the screening and characterization including the following two 

specific tasks: 

1) Screening the pOpONGhTFL1 transgenic lines  

2) Phenotyping and expression analysis of the DEX treated lines. 

 

4 Materials and methods 

 

4.1 Plant material and growth conditions  

 

In this study, plants of Gerbera hybrida cultivar Terra Regina were used. The transgenic 

Gerbera plants were generated by stable Agrobacterium transformation using a pOpON 

overexpression vector (Craft et al. 2005) containing the GhTFL1 full-length sequences. In this 

study, both the transgenic and wild-type plants were grown under standard greenhouse 

conditions. The lighting followed the natural day length in summer and was set to 10 hours in 

winter. The temperature was 16-18°C during night and 18-20°C during daytime, with 65% 

relative humidity (Ruokolainen et al. 2010). For this specific construct, the transgenic plants 

were named TEZ10, and each transgenic line was labeled with TRX (X=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21). In total, 19 individual lines, together with the wild type (WT) 

were included for further analysis. 

 

4.2 Chemical induction of the leaf disc samples 

 

To screen positive GhTFL1 inducible overexpression lines that are sensitive to the DEX 

treatment, we collected leaf disc and performed chemical induction on a tissue culture medium. 

For culturing of the leaf discs, the 1/2 MS medium (2.5% macronutrients, 0.5% micronutrients, 
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0.5% Na-FeDTA, 1% Gerbera vitamin, 0.1% Plant Preservative Mixture, 8% agar) were 

prepared and autoclaved for 40 minutes (Elomaa and Teeri 2001). 25 M of DEX was added 

to the media after the autoclaving but not into the media prepared for blank control groups. For 

transgenic plants, young and healthy leaves were sampled from each of the TEZ10 lines 

growing in the greenhouse and then cut into discs in 1cm x 1cm discs with a razor blade. Leave 

surface sterilization was conducted to all the leaf discs through infiltration in 70% ethanol for 

15 sec and rinse in sterile water, with 3 times repeatition. Sterilized leaf discs were placed the 

on the medium plates, covered and kept in the room temperature for two days to initiate 

transient expression of GhTFL1 gene. 

 

4.3 GUS staining of leaf disc samples 

 

The leaf discs cultured on the ½ MS medium were taken out with tweezers and placed into 16-

well plates. Three leaf discs were collected from each line within each well, into which 2 ml 

reaction buffer was added. The reaction buffer comprised of 0.2mM 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-

indolyl-glucuronic acid (X-Gluc) in 50mM NaPO4 (pH7.2) mixed with 0.2% Triton and 2 mM 

Ferrocyanide and Ferricyanide. Infiltration of the leaf tissue in the reaction solution was 

promoted by vacuum at 200 mbar for 10-15min. The 16-well plates were then incubated at 28℃ 

for 48h. After incubation, to facilitate clear visualization of staining color, the samples were 

moved out of reaction buffer, and transferred into another new empty 16-well plate containing 

70% ethanol. The samples were then incubated at 37°C. Every 30 minutes, leaves were rinsed 

with fresh 70% ethanol, until they became light green or nearly transparent. Transgenic lines 

expressing the pOpONGhWUSb (TEZ8 TR6) have previously been identified to show 

dominant GUS staining, thus it was used as a positive control to monitor the extent of reaction 

for subsequent GUS staining experiments. 

 

4.4 Molecular characterization of the GhTFL1 inducible expression  

 

4.4.1 RNA isolation from leaf disc 

 

To examine the expression level of GhTFL1 in the DEX treated leaf disc, total RNA was 

isolated from the treated leaf-disc samples. The total RNA was isolated with the pine tree 
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method (Chang et al. 1993).  For sampling, two leaf discs samples (around 100mg) were 

collected from all TEZ10 lines. Each sample was put into a 2ml eppendorf tube together with 

2 metal beads and frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen. Sample grinding was made by a 

grounded mixer mill (Retsch MM 400). RNA isolation was performed by first adding the RNA 

isolation buffer consisting of 2% PVP, 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 25 mM EDTA, 2.0 M NaCl 

and 0.5 g/L spermidine that was pre-warmed in 65 °C water block. Right before the use, 2% β-

mercaptoethanol was added. Samples added with the warm extraction buffer were immediately 

transferred to a 65 °C iron block for 10-minute incubation, during which the tubes were 

vortexed for several times. The RNA was separated from protein repeatedly by adding 600 μl 

pre-cold 1:24 isoamyl acetate/chloroform in each tube, then centrifuging at 13,300 rpm for 10 

minutes. RNA in the upper supernant was precipitated by adding 1/3 (~80-100ul) volume of 

cold 10M LiAc and placed on ice overnight. Centrifugating at 13,300 rpm for 20 minutes at 

4 °C. RNA extraction was obtained by removing supernatant, followed by 700 μl cold 70% 

ethanol washing and 10 minutes centrifugation at 13,300 rpm. The RNA on the pellet was air 

dried for 10 minutes and dissolved in 50 μl Milli-Q water. RNA was purified following the 

instruction of the NucleoSpin RNA Clean-up XS kit (Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co. KG, 

Düren, Germany) and was eluted in 20 μl Milli-Q water in each tube. The concentration of 

isolated and purified RNA was measured by NanoDrop Lite spectrophotometer (Thermo 

Scientific). The integrity of RNA was checked by gel electrophoresis (500ng RNA of each 

sample mixed with 1× DNA loading buffer was loaded on the 0.8% agarose gel in 0.5× 

Tris/Borate/EDTA (TBE) buffer with the addition of 100 ng/mL ethidium bromide), the 

remaining RNA was stored at -80°C for following steps.  

 

4.4.2 cDNA synthesis and RT-PCR 

 

To examine the expression level, the extracted RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA using 

the Super Script III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen by Thermo Fisher Scientific). In order 

to check relative expression levels, for cDNA synthesis the same volume of total RNA for each 

sample was used (500 ng). The cDNA synthesis was made following the manual, with a 20 μl 

reaction volume and the product was further diluted with MQ water into 100 μl. The RT-PCR 

was performed using the following primer pairs to check the GhTFL1 expression:  
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GER779 (forward) 5’- AGACATCCCAGGGACAACTG-3’ and 

GER780 (reverse) 5’- GGCAGTTGAAGAACACAGCA-3’. 

For verification of the cDNA quality, the reference gene GhActin was used together with the 

target genes and the primer pair is as follows: 

GER37 (forward) 5’-AGGAAATCACTGCTCTTGCG -3’, and  

GER38 (reverse) 5’- AACAAACTCAACCCTCCAAACC-3’. 

 

For PCR, the following reaction system was used: 2 μl 10× DreamTaq Green Buffer, 0.2μl 10 

mM dNTP mix, μl DreamTaq enzyme, 1.0 μl primer forward, 1.0 μl primer reverse, 2 μl cDNA 

template, and 11.75 μl Milli-Q water. The PCR reaction was subsequently running following 

this program: initial denaturation at 95 °C for 3 minutes, followed by 25-30 cycles including 

denaturation (95 °C for 30s), annealing at 58 °C for 30 seconds, extension 72 °C for 1 minutes, 

and final extension at 72 °C for 7 minutes. The 10 μl products from RT-PCR reactions were 

then loaded on 0.8% agarose gel using 0.5× Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer (44.5 mM Tris, 

44.5 mM boric acid, 1 mM EDTA) with 100 ng/mL EtBr.   

 

4.5 DEX treatment and phenotyping of the selected pOpONGhTFL1 lines  

 

According to the result from GUS assay, the pOpONGhTFL1 lines that show significant 

transient expression levels were selected as the plants to be treated by DEX (TR4/TR7). 50mM 

DEX was dissolved in the dimethylfumarat (DMF), and was sprayed to the young flower heads 

which had just emerged from the leaf axil, still bud-like and not opening yet, every day 

continuously for 14 days. 0 mM DEX DMF solution was sprayed on the same transgenic lines 

as blank control. The DEX (DMF) solution was newly prepared every time before treating the 

plants. To visualize the phenotype of early development of transgenic lines and wild type, after 

30 days after Dex treatment on the selected transgenic lines, a series of the capitula at early 

development stage (with small size) were hand dissected under stereomicroscopy. Excessive 

leaves and bracts covered should be removed to expose the center of apical meristem and 

flower primordia.  
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5 Results 

 

5.1 Screening of the pOpONGhTFL1 transgenic lines by GUS staining 

 

To test whether the pOpONGhTFL1 construct is effective in the transgenic Gerbera lines, we 

collected leaf disc samples from the 19 TEZ10 lines, surface sterilized and incubated on 

medium plates with and without the addition of DEX (Figure 5). For each line and treatment 

group, six leaf discs were cultivated at the same time. After 2 days of induction, three out of 

the six leaf discs were subjected to GUS staining. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.  Images showing the experimental set-up. From left to right, it shows transgenic 

Gerbera leaf disc preparation, leaf disc sterilization, and leaf disc culturing on the medium. 

 

Under our assay conditions (1 mM X-Glu at room temperature for 12 h), no histochemical 

staining was detected in the leaf discs from mock treatment group, suggesting no leaking from 

the pOpONGhTFL1 construct. In the treatment group with 25M DEX added to the medium, 

positive staining (blue sectors in the leaf discs) was observed in 13 lines (TR2, TR3, TR5, TR8, 

TR10, TR11, TR15, TR16, TR18, TR19, TR20) and the other six lines were negative (TR1, 

TR6, TR9, TR12, TR17, TR21) (Figure 6). Out of the 13 positive lines, the samples from TR4 

and TR7 show dark blue color in staining, suggesting that in these lines the GUS activity is 

strongly activated (Figure 6). The rest positive lines show lighter blue colors as compared to 

the TR4 and TR7, indicating milder activation.   
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Figure 6. GUS staining of the leaf disc collected from the pOpONGhTFL1 Gerbera 

transgenic lines. These leaf discs were cultured on 1/2 MS medium with (line numbers in 

yellow) or without (line numbers in white) the DEX. WT represents wild type, PC (Positive 

Control) is the leaf discs of transgenic plant TEZ8 TR6 with the pOpONGhWUSb construct. 

“–” corresponds to no staining, “+” corresponds to slight staining, and “++” corresponds to 

strong staining.  

 

5.2 Screening of the pOpONGhTFL1 transgenic lines by RT-PCR  

 

In the previous GUS assay, TR4 and TR7 were identified by their stronger responses to the 

DEX treatment. To test whether the target gene (GhTFL1) expression was induced in a similar 

fashion, the total RNAs were isolated from the other three leaf discs collected from the same 
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plate for each treatment group, as for the GUS staining assay (Figure 6). The RNA samples 

were then reverse transcribed into cDNA, and target gene expression was analyzed by RT-PCR 

using gene-specific primers for GhTFL1, and also for the reference gene GhACTIN. As shown 

in Figure 7, the GhTFL1 expression was not detected in the mock-treated control group, while 

GhACTIN showed strong bands in all samples (Figure 7). This indicated that the cDNA for the 

samples were all in good quality, and there is no leaking of GhTFL1 expression in the untreated 

control groups.  

 

Figure 7. Agarose electrophoresis results show the RT-PCR results for examining the 

expression of GhTFL1 in pOpONGhTFL1 transgenic lines. A corresponds to the mock-

treated group, while B corresponds to the DEX treatment group.  

 

The expression of GhTFL1 was detected in several GhTFL1 inducible overexpression lines 

treated with DEX (Figure 7). On agarose gel, the strongest bands were observed in TR2, TR4 

and TR7, indicating that GhTFL1 is strongly activated in these three lines. TR1, TR3, TR5 and 

TR8 showed relatively weaker bands, and this result is mostly consistent with the GUS staining 

assay, except that TR1 was negative in GUS staining. These results indicated that the RT-PCR 

might be more sensitive in detecting gene activation than the GUS assay. Consistent with GUS 

staining results, TR6 showed no activation of GhTFL1 expression, indicating this line is not 

responsive to the DEX treatment. Taken together, combining GUS assay and RT-PCR results, 

we concluded that the pOpONGhTFL1 expression vector with pOp6/LhGR-N activation 

system is effective in TR2, TR3, TR4, TR5, and TR7. Especially TR4, and TR7, they both 

presented strong expression of the reporter gene (GUS) and target gene (GhTFL1), indicating 

a sensitive inducible overexpression.  
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5.3 Phenotypic observation of the pOpONGhTFL1 transgenic lines with DEX treatment 

 

Since TR4 and TR7 were identified as transgenic lines showing strong response to the DEX 

treatment, they were selected for further DEX treatment for flower heads in the growing rosette. 

In Gerbera, the rosette usually contains two growing heads, one in the terminal condition, and 

the other in the lateral position (Zhang et al. 2021). When the treatment started, it was very 

difficult to identify at which stage both heads were at, and only when samples were collected 

from the plants after the treatment period their morphologies can be assessed after dissection. 

Unfortunately, in all the collected samples (head bud at around 10 mm in size), there was no 

phenotypic changes were observed comparing the mock and DEX treated plants. Since the 

COVID-19 pandemic began, and I was unable to continue the subsequent phenotypic analysis.  
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6 Discussion 

 

6.1 Feasibility of using inducible overexpression system in Gerbera 

 

To elucidate gene functions in plants, the classical forward genetic approach relies on 

identifying altered phenotypes from a certain mutant and on comparing them with the wild type. 

Often, these mutants have genetic mutations that show reduced or gained effects of gene 

functions. Alternatively, by reverse genetics, overexpression or down-regulation of a gene 

provides scientists with an alternative tool to uncover the existing role of the gene or discover 

new functions (Prelich 2012). Compared to the common gene overexpression method driven 

by the constitutive promoter, such as the CaMV 35S promoter, the system used in this thesis 

allow the overexpression of GhTFL1 gene upon the usage of an inducible chemical, DEX. Such 

plants would allow us to control the timing to induce GhTFL1 overexpression and be sure of 

the observed alteration in phenotype is caused by GhTFL overexpression.  

 

In this thesis, the feasibility of GhTFL1 inducible overexpression lines (TEZ10) was tested by 

two independent experiments: the GUS staining assay and the RT-PCR. For the pOpON vector 

(Craft et al. 2005), the GUS and target gene are both driven by a bi-directional promoter pOp6 

in response to the DEX treatment. Thus, both the GUS activity and the target gene expressions 

can be triggered only when the DEX is presented. For the testing, leaf disc samples were chosen 

by the fact that there is no endogenous GhTFL1 expression (Teng Zhang, personal 

communication), making it easier to determine whether leaking existed in these transgenic lines. 

In the GUS staining assay, no staining color was observed in blank control groups. On the other 

hand, positive staining could be observed in multiple lines in the DEX treatment group, 

indicating that those GUS positive lines show a strong response to the exogenous DEX 

treatment. Furthermore, the differential level of blue staining confirms the sensitive response 

in Gerbera using this chemical-dependent system. Similarly, detection of ectopic GhTFL1 

expression by RT-PCR has only been observed in DEX treated Gerbera transgenic lines, with 

differential levels of expression detected in different individual lines that are consistent with 

the GUS staining. Therefore, the screening results from this thesis helped to identify several 

TEZ10 lines, that are positively responding to the DEX treatment, where the target genes can 

be ectopically induced by it. 
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Unfortunately, after 14-days of DEX spray treatment, the selected Gerbera transgenic plants 

(TR4 and TR7) did not show the phenotype as expected. We expected to observe a relatively 

indeterminate IM with numerous/countless flower primordia surrounding an undifferentiated 

meristem center, similar to those observed in GhLFY and GRCD2/7 down-regulated lines, and 

GhTFL1 constitutive overexpression lines (Figure 3). Reasons for not obtaining the expected 

phenotype may attribute to a late timing of DEX treatment. The effects of DEX treatment by 

the time it was done may be bypassed by the fact that the treated IMs are at a late developmental 

stage, where the meristem has been differentiated already. Therefore, future experiments on 

optimizing the treatment conditions, to make sure the correct development stage of IM for DEX 

treatment, shall be done.  

 

6.2. Potential roles of GhTFL in regulating meristem determinacy in gerbera 

 

It is known that overexpression of GhTFL1 in Gerbera results in the indeterminate IM with an 

undifferentiated dome-shaped center, as compared to the determinate IM in the wild type that 

fully differentiated into flower primordia (Figure 3). This alteration of IM suggests that 

GhTFL1 is capable to recover vegetative growth of IM by suppressing the expression of IM 

termination regulators. This is conserved in Arabidopsis where TFL1 counteracts FM identity 

genes to maintain shoot meristem identity (Alvarez et al. 1992, Parcy et al. 2002, Sablowski 

2007) . LFY and AP1, the two typical FM identity genes found in the Arabidopsis, play a major 

role in transforming IM into FM that confers the terminal flower (Liljegren et al. 1999). 

Comparably in Gerbera, GhLFY and (AP1-like) GSQUA are crucial to terminate IM expansion 

and to specify a determinate IM (Ruokolainen et al. 2010, Zhao et al. 2016). Thus, 

overexpression of GhTFL1 is supposed to impede the activity of GhLFY and GSQUA as those 

actions of LFY and AP1 are restrained by TFL1. Conversely, we can speculate that the 

expression of GhTFL1 is strongly reduced or switched off by GhLFY and GSQUA in the 

Gerbera wild-type plants, so that a determinate IM can be achieved.  

On the other hand, the indeterminate IM phenotype was also observed in GhLFY RNAi lines 

and GRCD2/7 down-regulated lines. This reveals possible antagonistic roles between GhTFL1 

and GhLFY, GRCD2/7 in regulating IM determinacy. Therefore, it is possible that GhTFL1 

overexpression product may negatively regulate GRCD2/7 or GhLFY, thus saving the 
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vegetativeness of IM from a determinate state. In addition, GhTFL1 may promote the GhWUSb 

expression, whose protein is a key regulator of meristem homeostasis in Gerbera. It has been 

shown previously that inducible overexpression of GhWUSb confers similar effects on IM 

determinacy as overexpression of GhTFL1 (Teng Zhang, personal communications). Thus, 

clarifying the genetic interaction between key regulators of IM determinacy, including the 

GhTFL1, GhWUSb, and the already known GhLFY and GRCD2/7, will greatly facilitate our 

understanding on the evolution and genetic regulation of the determinate nature of the IM 

growth in flower heads.  

 

6.3 Possible follow-up experiments 

 

6.3.1 A pre-experiment to identify good timing of DEX treatment 

 

To obtain the phenotype in pOpONGhTFL1 transgenic lines, a pre-experiment is needed to 

ascertain the timing to apply DEX to the transgenic lines. Timing is referred to as the IM 

development stage. Based on previous studies, IM developmental process is generally 

separated into 3 stages (Zhang et al. 2017). Stage 1 is when the IM just starts expanding as a 

flat dome and the inflorescence head is under 1mm diameter. In stage 2, expanding of IM and 

the entire receptacle occurred (2—3mm head), with flower primordia initiating in the marginal 

places. Stage 3 (head size reached 4mm) is symbolized as IM growth terminated and starts to 

shrink and is replaced by flower primordia initiation, while the receptacle continues to expand. 

To test the reasonable timing, firstly we are supposed to constantly track the development 

stages of IM by hand dissection and observation under SEM, starting from the initiation of a 

flower bud. Using the transgenic lines selected by GUS assay and RT-PCR, we can conduct 

the DEX treatment at 5 timing covering 3 stages based on the size of IM: 0-1mm (stage 1), 1—

2mm (early stage 2), 2—3mm (middle stage 2), 3—4mm (late stage 2), 4—5mm (stage 3). To 

be noted, this inflorescence head size is just a reference number, what matters is its 

corresponding development state. Thus, in practice, we should choose the timing not only 

according to the head size, but also pay more attention to the IM phenotypes of each timing. 

Next, we can compare the IM phenotypes in different timing of DEX treatment, to find out the 

occurrence of the indeterminate IM triggered by overexpression of GhTFL1. Therefore, 
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suitable timing and the threshold of this timing can be identified, which helps to direct the 

following experiments. 

 

6.3.2 Heterologous expression of GhTFL1 in Arabidopsis and silencing of the GhTFL1 in 

Gerbera 

 

To verify the conservation of GhTFL1 and mining its potential functions, heterologous 

expression of GhTFL1 in Arabidopsis would help to clarify the potential functional 

conservation at the protein level. Moreover, introducing a functional allele into the tfl1 mutant 

background can also be done, in order to see whether GhTFL1 can rescue the phenotypes from 

it. Since TFL1 in Arabidopsis strongly affect the flowering time, phenotypic observation 

includes the number of rosette leaves, cauline leaves and flower, size of the entire inflorescence, 

condition of primary inflorescence and axillary inflorescence, the inner structure of floret etc. 

(Alvarez et al. 1992, Hanano and Goto 2011, Penin et al. 2005, Shannon and Meeks-Wagner 

1991). Notably, the morphology of terminal position (e.g., the apical meristem) deserves better 

concern.  

 

Moreover, transgenic Gerbera lines with down-regulated GhTFL1 should be analyzed in the 

future works. In Gerbera, the approach of RNAi has been routinely used to identify gene 

functions relating to IM development (Zhao et al. 2016, Zhang et al. 2017, Zhao et al. 2020). 

In the RNAi lines, the target genes are typically downregulated. Thus, it can be expected that 

in Gerbera transgenic lines with GhTFL1 RNAi constructs, the opposite phenotypes as 

compared to the 35S:GhTFL1, including early termination of IM, fewer flower primordia 

produced, or smaller IM might be expected. Such results will further validate the role of 

GhTFL1 in regulating IM development in Gerbera. 

 

6.3.3 Expression analysis of potential GhTFL1 up/downstream candidate genes  

 

As previously indicated, GhTFL1 is speculated to interact with many genes up/downstream in 

regulating IM determinacy. To clarify the regulatory relations of GhTFL1 with those candidate 

genes, the expression patterns of the possible up- or downstream genes should be thoroughly 
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checked in the Gerbera transgenic lines with altered IM growth. Generally, there is one group 

of genes that are associated with IM vegetativeness maintenance, such as CLAVATA3 (CLV3), 

SHOOTMERISTEMLESS (STM), and WUS. Another group of genes are responsible for the IM 

termination, specifying a determinate IM, such as GRCD2/7 and GhLFY, GSQUAs, GhUFO 

(Ruokolainen et al. 2010, Uimari et al. 2004, Zhang et al. 2017, Zhao et al. 2016). As stated 

earlier, GhTFL1 is assumed to have a potential role in maintaining the indeterminate state of 

IM, thus, by looking into the expression of IM maintenance genes in the undifferentiated IM 

in 35S:GhTFL1 and the inducible overexpression lines, it is possible to detect how GhTFL1 

positively coordinate with those genes in keeping IM indeterminate growth and the differential 

level of their interactions. On the other hand, the potential antagonistic interplay between 

GhTFL1 and IM termination genes may also be determined. Furthermore, it is also of great 

significance to discover novel regulation pathways of GhTFL1 in IM determinacy in Gerbera, 

enlightening future studies about the diversity of inflorescences. 
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7 Conclusions 

 

In this study, to better clarify the functions of GhTFL1, transgenic Gerbera lines 

(pOpONGhTFL1) containing an inducible overexpression system have been successfully 

screened by the GUS assay and RT-PCR. However, the expected phenotype was not observed 

in the selected transgenic Gerbera plants (TR4 and TR7) when treated with DEX, indicating 

that further optimization is required for the treatment conditions. 

 

For the screening, the positive lines identified by the GUS assay showed detectable blue 

staining, indicating successful inducible expression of the reporter gene (GUS) on the one end 

of the binary pOpOn2 vector. The dark blue color revealed the high expression level of GUS 

gene that was induced by DEX treatment. These results partially validate that this inducible 

overexpression binary vector (pOpOn2) at least comes to effect for the reporter gene side. 

Bands obtained by RT-PCR verify the inducible expression of the target gene (GhTFL1) on the 

other end of pOpOn2 vector. Also, deeper-colored bands represented a substantial amount of 

GhTFL1 expression, suggesting a strong expression induced by DEX. Therefore, we can 

conclude that this pOp6/LhGR-N activating pOpOn2 overexpression system is an effective tool 

to manage chemical (DEX) inducible overexpression of the target gene in Gerbera. The 

screening pipeline was able to select the transgenic lines that have a high level of inducible 

expression, providing the candidate lines used for the following gene function identification by 

phenotyping experiment. 

By the fact that GhTFL1 in wild type is expressed exclusively in early head IM when bracts 

are forming, not obtaining the expected phenotypes in the selected transgenic lines may result 

from a too late timing of DEX treatment, when induced GhTFL1 expression is no longer 

functioning during late developmental stage of IM. Therefore, this failure reveals that a pre-

experiment to ascertain the good timing (earlier IM stage) to apply DEX on transgenic lines is 

required before phenotyping experiment. In order to obtain the expected morphological 

alterations in IM triggered by GhTFL1 ectopic overexpression, the good timing of DEX 

treatment is supposed to be examined and identified across the three stages of the IM 

development process, with the emphasis on the earlier stages. 
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